AMULET LECTERN

AMULET® BALLISTIC BARRIER PROTECTION FOR PUBLIC SPEAKERS

Public speaking presents its own challenges, no matter how friendly the audience. There are also those instances where a speaker’s words are met with hostility which has the potential to lead to violence. In these cases, a speaker’s personal safety becomes a priority.

Security experts agree that mitigating a physical threat, especially that from ballistic violence, should include a robust protective element. This is why Amulet® Ballistic Barrier technology is now hidden within beautiful Lectern furniture.

Amulet has teamed with several leading manufacturers who produce some of the world’s most beautiful furniture products. Our newest Lectern series is no exception. While appearing to be both beautiful and functional, it is also a life-safety ‘device’.

Equipped with Amulet® Ballistic Barriers to help protect life from a full spectrum of ballistic threats - handgun, rifle, and blast - this Lectern also functions as intended. Included is a microphone, light, slide out shelf, and slide out step stool. The adjustable shelf allows for easy storage, while the fully-finished back panels are hinged to allow for wire access. Hidden casters provide for ease of movement.

Furniture product containing Amulet® Ballistic Barrier technology is viewed as capital equipment and considered a life-safety ‘device’. As such, their purchase may be tax deductible (refer to federal tax guidelines). In addition, federal, state, and local government agencies may be entitled to US Homeland Security Grant Program funds for purchase (USHSGP administered by FEMA).

Amulet contract furniture products are available in a variety of configurations, fabrics, finishes, and surfaces.

Amulet Intercept™ connectivity option available

For More Information on these and other Amulet Technologies:
www.amuletbb.com – email: info@amuletbb.com
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